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Gospel Suffering (1)
Introduction
Throughout 1 Peter the theme of suffering for the sake of the gospel has
been present, sometimes behind the scenes, sometimes much more in
the forefront. The final major section of the letter (3vs13-5vs11) focusses
upon this important and still relevant theme, providing the readers of the
letter with a Gospel perspective on suffering and encouraging them (and
us) to persevere in that faith, hope and love which should characterise all
true believers. In this study we will look at the first part of this final section
namely 1 Peter 3vs13-22.
At the end of this study you should be able to answer the following key
questions from the text.
 How should we respond when we suffer for doing what is right?
Why?
Read 1Peter 3vs13-22

Observe:
1. The use of the word ‘suffer’ in 3vs14 & 17
2. The link between suffering, God’s blessing and God’s will in 3vs14 &
vs17
3. The call to turn from fear and to submit to Christ in 3vs14-15
4. The importance and manner of answering unbelievers
5. The purpose of Jesus’ suffering and death (3vs18)
6. The present authority of Jesus (3vs22)
7. The patience of God during the time of Noah (i.e. during the time that
the Spirit of Christ preached through Noah – 3vs19 compare 1 Peter
1vs11)
8. Peter’s reference to Noah’s salvation in the ark and our salvation by
baptism (not our baptism but Christ’s baptism = His death upon the
cross and subsequent resurrection. The death and resurrection of
Jesus are thus to us what the ark was to Noah and his family – a way
of salvation from judgement for all who will believe and ‘enter’).

?Think:
1. What is the point of Peter’s question in 3vs13?

2. What perspective should we keep if we suffer for doing what is right?

3. What will enable us to avoid being overcome by fear as we live in a
hostile and unfair world?

4. How should we respond to those who challenge our faith?

5. What was the consequence for believers of Jesus’ death and
resurrection? How should this affect the way we see our own gospel
sufferings?

6. How did the Spirit of Christ preach to the people of Noah’s day?

7. According to 3vs 21-22, how are we saved from the judgement?

! Understand / Apply
1. What answer can you give to our key question?

